
Case MOI mobiili
How the Finnish telecommunication company improved 
its productization and new media piloting through 
Sellforte



MOI aims to build the most 
customer centric mobile operator in 
Finland by giving users the freedom 
to share data across devices without 
long-term contract commitments:

• Moi Mobiili was founded in 2016 as 
a virtual operator, and it was later 
acquired by Finnish teleoperator 
DNA (part of Scandinavian Telco 
Telenor)

• MOI provides mobile services to 
private and corporate customers. 
MOI’s business model is based on 
pool pricing, which provides 
consumers the possibility to use 
same data subscription across 
various devices

• Since beginning MOI has invested 
substantially into brand building

CLIENT CONTEXT
Finnish mobile service market has 
been heavily competed and impacted 
by changing customer behavior, 
resulting in the need to find new 
ways to package and market 
services:

• MOI has invested in repackaging its 
service offering twice during the 
last two years in order to answer 
changing customer needs

• Changes in productization and 
customer behavior has created a 
need to experiment with and 
understand the effectiveness of new 
marketing channels

• Sellforte modelling created a 
possibility to get quick feedback on 
the efficiency of new channels and 
gave an additional lever for price 
negotiation
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CLIENT OBJECTIVES
MOI wanted to understand how media efficiency changes after 
updating productization. Additionally, it was interested to discover 
new media channels that would support the current media mix:

• Understand if there is a need to update media strategy when 
implementing changes in product selection

• Explore new options to expand and strengthen the current 
media mix

• Build agile testing & learning capabilities for the highly competed 
& dynamic mobile service market
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CLIENT QUESTIONS
ü How each media ROI is affected by updates in 

productization?

ü What effect COVID-19 had had on media efficiency?

ü Are there any untapped media channels that could be 
included in MOI’s media mix?

ü How data can be leveraged in price negotiations with media 
providers?



ü MOI continuously follows up on the changes in media ROI of 
different media channels and e.g. observed a slight increase in 
media efficiency during COVID19 period

ü Sellforte has enabled MOI to identify development areas on 
continuous basis

ü MOI is using data provided by Sellforte also in product/service 
changes

ü MOI has been able to test new media, such as new magazine 
cooperation formats, influencer marketing and TikTok
campaigns before deciding on whether to expand the use of 
tested media

ü MOI can utilize Sellforte data for the discussion and price 
negotiation with media providers in order to find the best 
solution for its needs

SOLUTION OUTPUTS
The ability to get immediate feedback and share the 
results with service providers enabled MOI to test 
e.g. new magazine cooperation formats, influencer 
marketing and social media campaigns with low risk
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“Sellforte is our trusted partner in understanding 
marketing effectiveness: we get KPIs and facts about 
how different changes impact media efficiency. Sellforte 
results have thus given us the extra push to make further 
improvements to the productization and media. At the 
same time Sellforte modelling also works as a starting 
point for discussions and negotiations with media 
service providers to find the best working solution to 
maximize our sales.”

Ulla Koivula – Co-founder, Chief Marketing & Digital Sales Officer at Moi Mobiili Oy

CLIENT FEEDBACK



Learn more at www.sellforte.com

SELLFORTE PROVIDES ADVANCEDANALYTICS TOOPTIMIZEMARKETING, CAMPAIGNSAND PROMOTIONS IN RETAIL

We are a team of highly experienced data scientists and consultants, building the most advanced retail
analytics solution in the world. Our advanced analytics engine learns from every transaction and provides
concrete suggestions to optimize your sales and margin. Our analytics solution can be used as a cloud-based
software, integrated into your systems, or powering a standalone project.

We look forward toworkingwith you!

http://www.revionics.com/

